
By car: Motorway A7, exit Frauenfeld-West, follow brown signposts

for 4.5 km.

With public transport:

Swiss Federal Railways to Frauenfeld (SBB timetable 840), either Publicar or

postal bus with destination Stein am Rhein (SBB timetable 840.27) from

Frauenfeld railway station. Link to Railway timetable in www.kartause.ch

Distances: from Zurich 43 km

Zurich Airport 40 km

St.Gall 46 km

Constance (D) 24 km

Postal bus stop in Ittingen 1 step

How to find us. I T T I N G E N C H A R T E R H O U S E
R o u t i n e w i t h a m a g i c t o u c h

Stiftung Kartause Ittingen
CH 8532 Warth

Phone 0041 52 748 44 11
Fax 0041 52 748 44 55

info@kartause.ch
www.kartause.ch

Conference centre

Hotel

Restaurant and banquets

Hostel and sheltered workshop

Agricultural estate

Dairy

Viticulture

Monastery shop

Art Collection of Canton Thurgau

Ittingen Museum

tecum, Protestant Conference and

Training Centre

Cultural centre.

Harmonious diversity.

The Ittingen Charterhouse is a cultural centre with far-reaching

attraction. Consequently culture in its multiple forms is ever-

present in the architectural heritage of the Carthusian monks,

in the gardens and even in the house wines.

In the immediate sense of the word, the Charterhouse hosts

culture of the first order. The exhibits of the Art Collection of

the Canton Thurgau and the Ittingen Museum, with the mona-

stery church as centrepiece, present themselves with exceptional

intensity in surrounds steeped in spirituality.

The cultural commitment of the Charterhouse is further evi-

denced in a multitude of events of high standing, amongst

them the internationally renowned Ittingen Whitsun Concert

Programme and the Ittingen Sunday Concerts.

tecum, Protestant Conference and Training Centre.

Finding direction.

A former Catholic monastery hosts the Protestant Conference

and Training Centre tecum (Lat. with thee) - a striking symbol

of the magnanimity of the Ittingen Charterhouse.

tecum offers a diverse programme of courses and seminars.

In the spiritual atmosphere of the Charterhouse, direction can

be found and fresh impulses provided to face the daily routine.

The monastery church, the room of tranquillity and the laby-

rinth in the monastic garden are conducive to contemplation on

a bygone past of monastic peace - thereafter, the road to the

future can be tackled with new gained strength and confiden-

ce.
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Old values revived.

Hospitality, scholarship and interaction, welfare, self-support,

spirituality, cultural guardianship: these are the central values of

the Ittingen Charterhouse monastic tradition.

Today, under the patronage of the Ittingen Charterhouse

Foundation, there exist a training and conference centre,

a hotel, a farm as well as a sheltered workshop and hostel.

All sectors operate on a business-like basis. The Charterhouse

hosts the Art Collection of the Canton of Thurgau, the Ittingen

Museum and the Protestant Conference and Training Centre -

tecum.

The historical buildings and the ethereal surroundings were

retained and so, since the revival of the Charterhouse, they still

emanate the spirit of yesterday. At the same time, however,

Ittingen has transformed itself into a cultural hub with far-rea-

ching attraction, generously opening its doors to contemporary

needs and to people seeking befitting relaxation and inspiration

away from the hustle of daily life.

Unique and charmingly unspectacular is the epithet for this

place. Ittingen Charterhouse - routine with a magic touch.

Welcome aboard.

Hospitality was one of the core values of the Carthusians

and has been adopted by the Foundation. The sublime radiation

of the historic premises provides a sophisticated backcloth for it

today.

Culinary specialities can be enjoyed in style and comfort in

the restaurant, in the impressive banquet halls as well as in the

peaceful garden cafeteria. Many specialities, including selected

wines and spirits, stem from in-house production. Common to

all gastronomic features is a service that reflects the traditional

hospitality of a Charterhouse.

The Ittingen Charterhouse invites you to be its guest and

allow yourself be spoilt.

Conference centre and gastronomy.

Enjoy with discretion.

Welcome to the Charterhouse have always been those peo-

ple seeking to learn and teach. The conference centre contains

a modern infrastructure coupled with beautiful and quiet sur-

roundings: ideal premises for intensive training and stimulating

interaction in workshops, conferences or congresses. Two com-

fortable hotels complete the available facilities. In them can be

experienced the monastic tranquillity and nature’s proximity.

Whether seminar or festive occasion, the Charterhouse staff

willingly take care of all organisational details and, if required,

can arrange an exclusive side programme, so that you can con-

centrate fully on your guests.

Agricultural estate and Ittingen products.

Provided by nature.

Self-support was a clear objective of the Carthusian monks.

Even today everything is exploited that grows and flourishes

in roughly forty acres (hundred hectares) of pasture, vineyards,

woods and gardens as well as in stalls and ponds.

The objective has changed however, whereas the monks

wanted to be self-supporting, today the requirement is to

quench the appetites of Charterhouse guests. Much stems from

in-house produce. The raw materials are converted into high

quality specialities and products in the modern facilities of the

Charterhouse, whereby strong emphasis is placed on environ-

mentally friendly processes.

All Ittingen produce is available in the monastery shop,

whether Brie from pure milk, «vin de paille», ramson sausage

or monastery cake. And of course these are all served in the

restaurant.

Hostel and sheltered workshop.

In good care.

Festivities, conferences, culture - besides a hostel and sheltered

workshop for men and women with a psychic or mental disabi-

lity - is this compatible? Yes, it works, very well in fact.

Most of the people cared for by practitioners reside in the

Charterhouse, the rest travel daily using public transport. In the

Charterhouse workshops they find purposeful occupation giving

them peasure. At the same time they make an important contri-

bution to quality products that the Charterhouse can display in

its shop window.

The people in the hostel and the sheltered workshop are

well cared for, but not in isolation, they integrate quite natural-

ly into the everyday life of the Charterhouse. They welcome the

interaction with guests.

Discover and experience...


